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PART ONE
ASPECTS OF AN IDENTITY

Iris von Roten: The 1950s - The Work - The Author
Postscript to Frauen im Laufgitter
Bern: efefVerlag, 1996 1

.,

Elisabeth Joris

The 1950s
Iris von Roten wrote her epochal work Frauen im Laufgitter (Women in the
Playpen) in the 1950s. Growth of industry and increasing prosperity marked
the times, and the Unites States had emerged victorious from the war. The
American life style had gained model status also for the role assigned to
women and mothers; the change, however, was only superficial. The new
housewife was young, uncomplicated, spontaneous, and she knew how to
handle daily chores with amazing ease. Refrigerators as well as canned and
soon also frozen foods made preparing meals easier, and vacuum cleaners,
washing machines, easy care furniture, and airy apartments lightened the daily
household chores. In the private sphere a newly evolved sex appeal of women
was manifested by the pert half-apron or the Kasak, edging out the old
fashioned linen apron. Although sleeveless dresses and decolletes in front or
back suggested freer morals, the principle of marital fidelity was upheld and
sexuality was hardly discussed or questioned, being considered an "intimate"
private matter between spouses. The concerns of mothers and housewives
centered on child rearing, the garden, and the general atmosphere of the
household. The professional career of the husband and the education of the
children were paramount since only these guaranteed social and material
advancement. Women who advocated their political and legal equality were a
small minority and mostly over forty. They could be ridiculed with impunity
and mocked as frustrated old spinsters.
The triumphal march of everything American, however, also involved
other darker aspects. In those Cold War times every basic change could be
dismissed as communist infiltration or excess, every aggressive posture as
revolutionary agitation. The duty of the trade unions to observe the promise of
labor peace banned all loud protest even among men and women workers. In
1
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this self-satisfied mood of general prosperity and opposition to all change, men
did not feel obligated to consider women's status seriously. They rather made
use of the old arguments current during the years between the wars, not only
to agitate against the introduction of women's suffrage but also to ridicule it.
That ridicule was effective. To a large extent, women tried to accommodate
and not to be noticed. Already in 1946 at the Third Swiss Women's Congress,
which had the motto "Women's Duties and Rights in the State," they did not
dare to utter the ominous term "women's suffrage." According to Susanne
Woodtli, "words such as 'emancipation', 'equal rights', 'women's suffrage'
had become taboos as had been belly, leg, and breast in the Victorian age."
Only in the cantons of Geneva and Basel-City were women more audacious
and insisted on a survey on the topic. Although a large majority of women
advocated women's suffrage, men rejected it in cantonal plebiscites. In 1957,
however, the Federal Council [Switzerland's Seven-Person Executive]
submitted to the Legislature an approving message based on a brief requested
by the Swiss Association for Women's Suffrage from Professor Werner Kagi,
the holder of the Chair of International Law at the University of Zurich, who
unequivocally advocated the introduction of women's suffrage "as the proper
evolution of our constitutional order." Majorities of both Houses of the
Legislature gave their approval and set 1 February 1959 as date for the
plebiscite concerning the impending constitutional change. The few women
pushing for women's suffrage felt themselves for better or worse dependent on
the will of the men who alone were entitled to vote on the proposal. They
sought to safeguard the men's goodwill by accommodation and by refraining
from any attack on male supremacy.
It was in this climate that on 17 July 1958 the Second Exhibition of
Women's Work, the SAFFA 58, opened under the patronage of the League of
Swiss Women's Organizations. It aimed to present to Swiss women and men
a broad picture of Swiss women's activities. Central was not wage labor,
however, but the makers of the exhibit explicitly wanted to feature "the domain
of woman in the family, the professions, and the state." Thus the show started
at the "Temple of Housekeeping," where the woman reigned as the "Priestess
of the House," and it continued by showing the traditional women's
occupations in the realm of education and health care. The three-phase model
- professional activity-motherhood-resumption of professional activity - was
advocated as a woman's life-plan; half-day and part-time positions were to
make reentry possible, but in no way was a woman's professional pursuit to
rival her role as mother.
At the SAFFA all were "to feel as part of one large whole." An aggressive
posture was not contemplated at all, and although a poster quite mildly pointed
to the legal inequality of women, a day of women's suffrage was not approved.
The topic was discussed merely towards the end of the exhibit in talks at a
luncheon held behind closed doors. Yet the First of August was declared the
Day of Women's Auxiliary Military Service. The organizing women, however,
had refused to allow official lobbying for women's suffrage. In public they
claimed to remain neutral in regard to the first federal plebiscite, so important
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for Swiss women's active and passive voting rights. At the days featuring the
various cantons, women came mostly dressed in their local costumes and were
led to areas of the exhibit by men. Already in its preparation stage the pavilion,
originally named "The Woman in Public Life," had been considered as too
provocative and was renamed l'The Woman in the Service of the People."
The Work
Iris von Roten' s style of argumentation was diametrically opposed to such
restraint. In her book Women in the Playpen she dealt with the inequality of
women radically and unsparingly, unconcerned about prevailing opinion, and
with a sharp pen. She advocated a radical egalitarian position and
fundamentally rejected the "egalite dans la difference" (equality in difference)
advocated since 1890 by large·segments of the women's movement. She did
not simply analyze the legal and economic subordination, but also fearlessly
addressed the taboo-topic of sexuality and questioned the one-sided
responsibility for the household and the idealization of motherhood. She
demanded the postulated possibilities for self-realization, claimed since the
Enlightenment for men, equally for women. Iris von Roten fought against the
common double standard of men not on the level of abstinence and prudery,
but by a demand of openness and sexual autonomy in the sense of "free love"
also for women. By her double strategy of emancipation, that is on the
professional-economic level on the one hand, and on the sexual-erotic on the
other, Iris von Roten fundamentally challenged the SAFFA 58 and its
proclaimed female life mission in "the service of the fatherland" and of the
family according to the "three-phase model." It was not the portrayal of the
economic and legal inequalities that led to a veritable condemnation of the
book and its author, but the questioning of female self-understanding and the
attack on male self-satisfaction as well as the patriarchal view of sexuality.
This kind of analysis hit a nerve. Men regarded it as a basic threat - and
perhaps rightly so.
When towards the end of SAFFA Iris von Roten's Offene Worte zur
Stellung der Frau (Frank Words on Women's Status) - the subtitle of her book
- was for the first time publicly available in an exhibit of a privately managed
bookstore, it hit immediately like a bomb. The organizers reacted to the
unexpected scandal by vehemently distancing themselves from the former
editor of the Frauenblatt, the League of Swiss Women's Organizations very
own journal. Widespread reaction to the thoroughly researched work emerged
only during the fall after the exhibition had closed. The large women's
associations, among them the League of Swiss Women's Organizations, were
among the first to distance themselves from Women in the Playpen. Even if
they agreed with some parts, they criticized the book as fundamentally flawed,
because it loaded the men with everything evil. Even women's suffrage
associations took issue. Prominent men in the Action Committee for Women's
Suffrage threatened to resign, as did Professor Kagi mentioned above, in case
women would refuse to reject the "Machwerk," the sham. The threat from
highly influential men bordered on extortion to which the women then bowed.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2008
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Also feminist activists renounced their solidarity with Iris von Roten. Women's
organizations argued above all that the work was damaging the impending
plebiscite on women's suffrage. The author was accused of inadequate
sensitivity and lacking diplomacy. Only some organizations and a few activist
proponents of women's suffrage publicly defended their courageous co-fighter.
In an article of the journal Staatsbiirgerin (The State's Female Citizen) Gertrud
Heinzelmann denied the League of Swiss Women's Organizations, and
especially the organizers of the SAFFA exhibit, the right to define in the name
of women what was "musterkonform," that is, conforming to proper pattern.
The condemnation of the book smelled in her view too much of censorship and
book burning. Also some female journalists stood up for Iris von Roten and her
work. But most women vehemently rejected its radical ideas and new tone.
They saw their honor as mothers and housewives questioned and trumpeted a
counterattack: "Housework is the most healthy, most varied, and for a woman's
nature most proper activity," a female reader responded in the satirical journal
Nebelspalter (Fog splitter) to an article of an editor who had publicly defended
the book.
Polemics in newspapers continued throughout fall and winter. Men viewed
Iris von Roten's book as a personal insult and as a sham. "Degoutant,"
disgusting, and "unappetizing" were the epithets with which they branded the
author's work. They considered her unusual modish-mundane appearance that
was uncommon in their everyday middle-class life as additional legitimization
for any kind of disparagement. The witch hunt peaked in the public polemic of
the Basel Carnival in February 1959: In the official parade a "Clique" of
masked men, led by a drum major with immense breasts, marched in a playpen;
in the carnival newspaper Suf-Ragetenblatt Iris von Roten appeared as a mantrainer who with a whip forced men to do unpleasant housework.
The humiliation inflicted on her as a person in a most backhanded manner
was for the author, who had always fought openly and honestly and believed
in the power of argument, incomprehensible as well as a deep hurt. Despite of
all these attacks, Iris von Roten remained convinced of the validity of her work
and felt no need to justify it. Time would prove her right. Looking back, she
declared in her possibly last interview, which she gave in June 1990 in written
form to D 'Studlintin kunnt (A Female Student is Coming), a publication of the
University of Basel students to observe the 100th anniversary of the first
matriculation of a woman at that venerable institution:
I wanted to push open a window. Fresh air was to fill the musty
dungeon into which the lordly men jammed the women and- although
with some noteworthy concessions - still are jamming them.... I was
expecting that Women in the Playpen would fundamentally succeed
since in the end I do believe in the power of quality .... The opposition
to the work began already at the typesetting stage. Horrified
typesetters complained to the editorial office .... When finally a second
edition was published, the Basel Carnival took place. Its disgusting
displays positioned themselves between the book and the public. This
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol44/iss2/3
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blocked access to Women in the Playpen also psychologically ....
Craving for power and lies about life belong to the touchiest
components of a personality. When, as in my book, these are critically
questioned, those to whom it pertains lose all sense of proportion,
react in blind fury, and with the crudest means. And now there were
the revelers of the Basel Carnival with their, in principle and so to
speak officially approved, delight in playing with mud, all the more as
their mud flowed through the lustful media into the living rooms of
the most distant mountain village .... "
In retrospect Iris von Roten could also explain the negative judgment of
women's groups: "As editor of the Schweizer Frauenblatt (Swiss Women's
Journal) ... I was familiar with the traditional women's groups. Their members
were mostly of a sedate age. They basically hated younger women. A rift
between the generations related for instance to make-up. Their goal was rather
'to do good' than emancipation."
Going softly and adapting to the expectations of men was - except in
French-speaking Switzerland - of little advantage for the women. In February
1959 the men rejected the introduction of women's suffrage on the federal level
by two thirds.

The Author
Who was this woman who practically all by her self wrote a work that in
no way conformed to its time and anticipated the broad spectrum of the 1970s
feminist arguments? Iris von Roten was born in Basel as the first child of Berta
and J. Walter Meyer-Huber. "The first twenty years were spent in Basel,
Stockholm, Basel, Zollikon, Rapperswil, Neuchatel, Rapperswil, Zurich, once
again Sweden, and Bern," as she wrote in her autobiography. This constant
change of residence because of her father's professional activities - he was an
engineer and later factory director - led her early to confront the world. Her
parents did not nurture her especially, but allowed her to develop her
personality. Already in her childhood and youth she sparkled with ideas and
fascinated those around her by her spontaneity, clarity, and absolute honesty.
She was strongly driven to shape her surroundings, to write and to paint. Her
passion for art history led her to extended educational travels in various
European countries. Already in her college years she pursued works of German
Gothic art. After graduation, however, she decided not to study art history and
German literature as was expected, but law, which was to give her a broader
professional scope, a public field of activity, and economic independence.
Legal studies, furthermore, could not simply be labeled a social hobby that was
typical for daughters of the middle class.
Iris von Roten studied in Bern, Geneva, and Zurich, and in 1941 earned the
degree of doctor of law. She then devoted herself to editing and publishing. In
1944 she accepted the editorship of the Schweizerische Frauenblatt (Swiss
Women's Journal), the official publication of the League of Swiss Women's
Organizations; later she also published occasionally in newspapers such as the
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2008
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Neue Zurcher Zeitung or Weltwoche or in the women's magazine Elle. It
followed from her deep esthetic need, that she viewed her external appearance
as very important. She valued dresses and fashion, quite in contrast to many
older and also several younger advocates of women's rights.
After she received her license to practice law in Zurich, she married in
1946 the lawyer Peter von Roten from the Valais who was also active in
journalism and in politics. Beyond their professional and cultural interests, they
were united via their mothers by a multilayered network of relatives that
reflected an important segment of the Swiss women's movement.
Iris von Roten's maternal grandmother belonged to the von SalisMaienfelds. A member of this distinguished family from the Grisons was the
scholar, writer, and physician Hortensia Gugelberg von Moos (1659-1715).
Early widowed, she became involved in denominational struggles as the
Mistress of the castle of Maienfeld, and as a physician she applied the medical
knowledge she had gained from her mother and grandmother. In her writings
she demanded the same rights for women as for men and equality in the
intellectual sphere. Also the mother of Meta von Salis-Marschlins, the noted
writer and first professional female historian of Switzerland, was by birth a von
Salis-Maienfeld; and at the end of the 19th century her daughter Meta became
one of the most remarkable and radical advocates of the equality of women and
men. She was related through the writer Hedwig Kym, her life companion of
many years, on the mother's side with the family of Peter von Roten.
The mother of Peter von Roten was the daughter of the well known Basel
lawyer ErnstFeigenwinter. In 1910 he married as his second wife Hedwig Kym
who before had lived and worked for years with Meta von Salis. The two
friends had both been involved in editing the newspaper Die Philantropin (The
Woman Philanthropist), a publication promoting women's rights. After her
marriage with ErnstFeigenwinter, Hedwig Kym furnished an apartment for her
friend in the top story of the house on the Heuberg 12 in Basel, and after the
death of her husband in 1919 moved in with her.
Iris von Roten was very much aware of this important female line of origin
and felt herself closer to it than to her paternal family, which had gained
prominence by industriousness and steady effort. In this context Peter von
Roten spoke of "inherited feminism." When in 1952 their daughter was born,
the parents von Roten-Meyer gave her the first name of the ancestor Hortensia
Gugelberg von Moos. Influenced by his wife, Peter von Roten evolved into a
committed advocate of women's rights. His family, which had descended from
an old influential clan of the Valais, was conservative in orientation and
advocated the opposite side.
After their marriage the von Rotens opened a common law office in the
Valais towns of Raron, Visp, and Leuk. At the same time they intensively
explored the position of women in society and fought for the introduction of
women's suffrage. During a study visit to England in 1947, Iris von Roten
determined "to write about the problem of women's equality in its broad
context." She began with it at Leuk in January 1948 before the publication of
the famous work The Second Sex by Simone de Beauvoir (Paris 1949). lt was
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol44/iss2/3
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typical for Iris von Roten that she wanted to explore the basics. To her already
enormous knowledge she added sociological studies at different universities in
the United States and thus familiarized herself with a socio-political discourse
that was generally little known in Switzerland and had become marginalized
since the time of the "geistige Landesverteidigung," that is the ideological
defense of the homeland against National Socialism. Unable to vote and to be
elected, female citizens were even more excluded from such discussions. In
writing her book, Iris von Roten ignored Swiss sensibilities and felt driven to
tell the unadorned truth. She spoke up forthrightly, which in intellectual circles
of the United States seemed to be a matter of course, in the later McCarthy era
however also not without risk.
Shortly before the birth of the daughter Hortensia in 1952, Iris von Roten
moved to Basel to the house Heuberg 12, where her famous intellectual
predecessor Meta von Salis had died a quarter century before. It was there
where she wrote her work, while her husband commuted between Raron and
Basel and used his political office to publicly advocate the ideas of his wife in
the Great Council of the Valais and in the Federal Parliament. To the
annoyance of his Catholic-Conservative Party which vehemently opposed the
introduction of women's suffrage, Peter von Roten, then the youngest National
Councilor, in 1949 submitted a postulate with 24 others and with the support
of the Swiss Association for Women's Suffrage, which finally led in 1959 to
the first federal plebiscite on women's suffrage. The postulate asked the
Federal Council "to submit to the Councilors a report on how the political
rights of women could be extended." The Federal Council's report
recommended that women's suffrage be introduced via a revision of the
constitution. In the debate in the National Council of 13 June 1951, Peter von
Roten defended, if without success, the position of the Swiss Association for
Women's Suffrage. It had argued in a brief submitted to the Federal Council
that constitutionally women were not excluded from suffrage. Article 74 of the
Constitution was using the term "Stimmberechtigte," designating "those
entitled to vote." The Federal Council had simply to change regulations since
the term included women.
It was this constitutional article which in 1957 the women of Unterbach,
located in the district of Raron, invoked when, after extensive consultation with
the district prefect Peter von Roten, the communal council entered their names
into the register of voters. Against the order of the Federal Council and the
Cantonal Executive of the Valais, they were the first women to march in
Switzerland to the voting booth under the flashlights of Swiss journalists and
of half the world. They demanded the right to be part of the decision
concerning a law that was to obligate women to do civil service (Zivildienst).
Unterbach remains proud of this historical moment as being "the Swiss Rlitli
of the Women." A memorial stone, however, reminds the commune only of the
first Swiss Federal Councilor Elisabeth Kopp, who had been made its honorary
citizen, but nothing refers to the indirect originator of the march to the voting
booth.
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Shortly after the rejection of women's suffrage in 1959, Iris von Roten
argued like the women of U nterbach in her pamphlet The Women's Suffrage
Breviary. The introduction of women's suffrage by an interpretation that
recognized the changing times of Article 7 4 - it related to the active and
passive right of all "Swiss" to vote -was legally possible because the term
"Swiss" did not exclude women in principle. Being shunned by publishers and
newspapers and avoided by many as a lawyer, Iris von Roten rarely ever went
public and refused any invitation to interviews, although she never changed her
view of women's status. Yet it was not a withdrawal into the private sphere;
rather she now turned interests she had pursued in her youth. She resumed her
love of painting flowers and landscapes, and she shaped her surroundings,
including her home, her attire, and even the smallest invitation, with a clear
esthetic sense and with utmost care. In later years she even took over the
management of the renovation of the tower and parsonage of Raron. The same
care she applied to the education of her daughter Hortensia. True to her
understanding, she viewed her not as a child who was subordinate to her, but
as an equal and autonomous person. She also fearlessly and all by herself
resumed traveling in her small car, a Fiat 600, driving to Turkey, with detours
to Syria, Lebanon, and Cyprus. She reported her travel experiences in the book
From the Bosporus to the Euphrates. Turkey and Turks, published in 1965 in
Stuttgart. In later years she traveled to Iran and Iraq, to Morocco and Tunisia,
also to Spain, Portugal, Malta, Sri Lanka, and Brazil. Her travels were
undertaken not only out of cultural-historical curiosity, but also a genuine
interest in people.
In April 1988 Iris von Roten was rammed on the highway near Basel by
a driver who had gone in the wrong direction. The injury from the accident did
not heal as expected. Medications, furthermore, which she had taken for years
against hay fever, led to an ailment of the eyes and also threatened her hearing.
She began, therefore, to befriend the thought of death since she did not feel that
she was obligated to martyrdom and wanted to spare her family the bother that
would result from her languishing. Well prepared, she ended her life on 11
September 1990. She took leave with the words, "a well mannered guest must
know when to get up from the table of life."
Thanks to the new and unabbreviated edition of her main work Frauen im
Laufgitter, her memory is not only upheld, but the book also enlivens once
more a timely debate about the status of women in society.

Translated by Margot Ammann Durrer and Leo Schelbert
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